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Background: Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) relies on accurate aortic annulus (AoA) measurements. Previous multi-modality 
imaging studies provided correlations between modalities rather than measurement accuracy against a ‘gold-standard’.
Objectives: To determine the measurement accuracy of calcium-containing rings imaged by real-time three-dimensional echocardiography 
(RT3DE), multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) against known ring dimensions. To compare the accuracy 
of AoA measurements obtained from these modalities against the one determined to be most accurate, when compared to true ring dimensions.
Methods: RT3DE, MSCT and MRI imaging was performed on 28 human heart specimens and 30 calcium-containing rings. Two experts in each 
modality measured the images. Bland-Altman analysis was used to compare measurements to actual ring dimensions and to compare AoA 
measurements from the remaining two imaging modalities to the most accurate one. Inter-measurement variability was tested on a subset of 15 
images using intra-class correlations. Agatston scores were used to divide the valves by the amount of calcification and analyses were repeated for 
these subgroups to determine the impact of calcium burden.
Results: Against the known ring measurements, MRI had the highest accuracy and lowest variability. MSCT measurements had high accuracy but 
wider variability and RT3DE had the lowest accuracy with the largest variability. When RT3DE and MSCT AoA dimensions were compared to MRI, 
RT3DE underestimated and MSCT overestimated these dimensions, but inter-measurement variability of RT3DE and MSCT were similar. When divided 
by Agatston score, RT3DE and MSCT measurements showed greater variability and increased measurement values with increasing calcium burden.
Conclusions: In the in vitro model, MRI was the most accurate method for assessing the actual dimensions suggesting that further investigations 
on its role in AoA measurement in TAVI are needed. However, MSCT and RT3DE are reasonable alternatives with the understanding that they can 
slightly over- and underestimate annular dimensions, respectively.
